Business Modeling & Integration DTF

• **Highlights from this Meeting (1/2)**
  
  • Business Architecture Core Metamodel (BACM)
    • Jim Rhyne (Thematix) presented the changes since Q4 2021
    • AB requested changes to remove some non-standard mechanisms and make the submission MOF-compliant
    • After rework, the BMI DTF voted to recommend for adoption on 24 March
    • AB needs more time to re-reviews and will vote by e-mail by 31 March
    • If the vote is affirmative, then a DTC adoption vote will start in early April
    • We will consider a motion to create the FTF today, conditional on adoption
  
  • Business Value Integration Model (BVIM)
    • Proposal by Fred Cummins in response to perceived shortcomings of BACM
    • Addresses the integration of elements from different models
    • To be further discussed
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• Highlights from this Meeting (2/2)
  • Discussion of gaps in business modeling – Michel Sauvage (Airbus)
    • Standard for connection between models
    • Capturing product development plans with dates for each capability
    • Continuity between static and dynamic views (e.g., SOAML vs. BPMN)
    • Specification of reusable processes
  • PPMN (Provenance & Pedigree Model & Notation)
    • Update by John Butler (Auxilium)
    • Moved revised submission date to 23 May 2022
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- Documents created at this meeting
  - bmi/22-03-09 BACM revised submission presentation (Jim Rhyne)
  - bmi/22-03-10 BVIM presentation (Fred Cummins)
  - bmi/22-03-11 Model Integration and Consistency (Michel Sauvage)
  - bmi/22-03-12 PPMN Update (John Butler)
  - bmi/22-03-13 Potential future BMI DTF specs (Fred Cummins)
  - bmi/22-03-14 BACM specification inventory file
  - bmi/22-03-15 BACM specification
  - bmi/22-03-16 BACM SVG archive
  - bmi/22-03-17 BACM revised submission inventory file
  - bmi/22-03-15 BACM XMI
  - bmi/22-03-17 BACM_profile XMI
  - bmi/22-03-19 BACM Enterprise Architect model files
  - bmi/22-03-20 Presentation of BACM changes
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• Future Deliverables (In process):
  – PPMN revised submission (Q2)
  – BKPMN 1.0 FTF report
  – SDMN 1.0 FTF report
  – BACM 1.0 FTF report (assuming adoption)
  – SBRM revised submission (Q2)
  – Stalled until now due to work on the above specs
    • Discussion Papers or RFPs on enterprise-level requirements and risk Management
    • Ditto about the evolution and harmonization of BPMN, CMMN and DMN
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• Agenda of Next Meeting
  • Monday, June 20, and perhaps Thursday morning, June 23
  • Revised submission presentations
    • PPMN
    • SBRM
  • Status of the FTFs
  • BVIM proposal and its positioning w.r.t. BACM
  • Model connections
  • Enterprise requirements management
  • Business transformation planning based on VDML